
Dear PS133Q Parents,  
 
Happy 2020! In January we will be holding a lottery for our Scholars Who Code student 
organization. This will be limited to 15 students from grades 3-5. We will be working 
afterschool with Scratch programming, reading CS literature and discussing CS ethics in 
society. If you are interested please email me at ms.turula@ps133.org for next steps.  
 
Amazingly some students have gone through their Tynker and Kodable and have been 
asking for more! In response I have populated PS133Q students on Codespark.com (K-5). 
This program is accessible from any mobile device or desktop computer. Ask your teacher 
for the login code which is only active for 2 hours from time of generation. These codes 
can be generated many times. If you provide your email address to me, I can link it to your 
child’s Codespark account and you can track their progress.  

Warm regards,  
Mrs. Turula  

Grade Concepts in January 
K  Beginning debugging in algorithms during collaborative activities  

 Creating algorithms with varied sequences to understand effects on output(s) 
 Analyzing for potential algorithms when given a desired output 
 Pair or small group work with a focus on productive collaboration (ie. sharing, turn 

taking, using materials wisely) through gameplay, robotics, etc.  
1ST   Creating algorithms when given a specific output with a limitation on useable 

statements 
 Creating loops in algorithms for efficiency  
 Deepening debugging strategies and algorithm analysis 
 Pair or small group work in purposeful collaboration via gameplay, robotics, etc.  

2ND   Create algorithms when given a specific output with a limitation on usable statements 
 Understand, use and create purposeful loops and conditionals in algorithms  
 Deepening debugging strategies and algorithm analysis, focusing on control flow 

impacts 
 Pair or small group collaborative activities with a focus on pair programming and 

debugging  
3RD   Create algorithms with loops and conditionals for efficiency and functionality  

 Practice debugging strategies and algorithm analysis with a focus on control flow in 
direct correlation to outputs 

 Students will design their next collaborative CS project to showcase their CS 
knowledge 

 Focus on Makerspace collaborative projects combining robotics and block-based 
coding highlighting CS practices of prototyping, analyzing and communicating and 
concepts of algorithms/programming/abstraction 

4TH   Students will focus on project based learning units where they will highlight a school 
focused area of improvement and use CS to attempt to solve it in teams 

 Classes will focus on one problem and teams will creatively iterate different solutions 
 Focus on Makerspace collaborative projects using a handheld, programmable 

microcomputer to blend programming, making and CS practices of analyzing, 
prototyping and communicating  
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5TH   Students will focus on project based learning units where they will highlight a school 
focused area of improvement and use CS to attempt to solve it in teams 

 Each team will be allowed to choose their own focus and create a useable device  
 Focus on Makerspace collaborative projects using a handheld, programmable 

microcomputer to blend programming, making and CS practices of analyzing, 
prototyping and communicating 

 


